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To the world the main contributions along with the contributor. Stalin some 40+ million dead. Mao 78 Million got people killed How did Mao manage to kill ~78 million people? Bengal which was one of the most developed and Industrialised state became basket case and successor of Marxists in Bengal Mamta Banerjee is also Marxist in her economic ideology. Indian Marxists blow their trumpet on Kerala model but that model is based on remittances of Malyalis working outside state. It is no different then Uttarakhand model except the fact people from Kumon and Garhwal work in armed forces and send money back, Since they are in govt job the amount of money is much less. Marxist-Leninist Communist Party of Greece. Democratic Regional Union. Democratic Revival. World Heritage Encyclopedia content is assembled from numerous content providers, Open Access Publishing, and in compliance with The Fair Access to Science and Technology Research Act (FASTR), Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., Public Library of Science, The Encyclopedia of Life, Open Book Publishers (OBP), PubMed, U.S. National Library of Medicine, National Center for Biotechnology Information, U.S. National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health (NIH), U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, and USA.gov, which sources content from all federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial